NCFL FALL MEETING

via TWITTER

September 2018 in Milwaukee

Steve Sexton is presenting information about #NCFL2019 . Competition sites for speech will be at
Marquette University on Saturday and Sunday, as well as PF and LD Sunday. MATC will host
debate on Saturday. Hyatt will host Congress both days. Policy on Sunday at the Hilton.

The service project for #NCFL2019 will be Pathfinders Milwaukee ( pathfindersmke.org ). More
information will be forthcoming, including a list of needed supplies schools could bring with them to
the Grand National Tournament to donate.
http://www.

Coaches & moderators will be needed for debate topic selection committees & Extemp topic areas
can be submitted prior to January 10th. Info on how to (self) nominate for a debate committee or to
submit topic areas (and later questions) for Extemp are at ncfl.org
http://www.

A motion to remove the words, "Only the performers' feet may touch the ground" and replace with
wording indicating judges' preference if performers use a stance other than standing passes for all
speech events EXCEPT Oral Interp.

An amendment to allow internet connectivity in debate and Congress rounds, with the exception that
communication with a coach, judge or competitor outside the competition room is not allowed,
passed on a voice vote.

Discussion items are now being considered. These includes judge qualifications at the Grand
National Tournament, the possibility of audio enhancements in some final rounds and the Milwaukee
service project.

Many thanks to Steve Sexton and the Milwaukee group for the work they are doing to get everything
ready for NCFL Nationals in 2019. We are confident that this tournament will be an amazing
experience for all competitors, coaches, and judges.
This is the power point presentation that Steve presented at the NCFL Fall Moderators' meeting.
We are posting it here and will mirror it on the NCFLNationals website as we get closer to the
tournament.

